Teacher Reflection on Practice
Center:
Role (Check One):

Name:			
Teacher

Cycle:

Date:

Teacher Assistant

Classroom #:

Module #:

Other:

Instructions: To be completed by teachers after the coaching cycle.

Please check your answer (Yes or No) for
the following statements regarding your
experiences related to this module.

Yes

No

Please respond to the
following questions.

1. I viewed the entire module before the end
of the coaching cycle.

2. I completed each step in my action plan to
complete my goal.

If no, how many steps did you
complete?

3. I used the AT teaching practice outlined in
my action plan.

Which practice?

4. My assistant participated in the
implementation of the action plan goal.

If yes, how (be specific):
If no, why:
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Teacher Reflection on Practice (Continued)
Please check your answer (Yes or No) for
the following statements regarding your
experiences related to this module.

Yes

No

Please respond to the
following questions.

5. I developed an ATIP based on the
child/children’s needs.

Which need did you address and what
AT did you select to meet that need?

6. After implementing the AT teaching
practice, I saw a change in the
child/children’s behavior.

Please give an example:

7. I addressed any challenges I had
implementing the AT practice with my
AT coach.

Which challenges did you address?

8. After implementing the AT teaching practice,
I saw an increase in this child’s ability to
engage with learning activities (i.e., more
time spent on task, more active
participation).

Please explain:
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Teacher Reflection on Practice
1. Describe how you implemented the AT practice presented in the module and how long it took in minutes or
hours for you to do so.

2. Describe how learning about the AT practice presented in this module has changed how you interact with
the children in your classroom.

3. Describe any challenges you had with implementing the AT practice presented in the module.

4. Describe how you plan on continuing to use the AT practice learned in this module during this school year
and in the following years.
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